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3CentraCare Health provides exceptional quality care 
with compassion. Headquartered in St. Cloud, we 
are the largest health care system in Central Minnesota. 
CentraCare Health includes 7,800 employees 
and more than 400 physicians providing health care 
to approximately 680,000 people in 12 counties 
throughout Central Minnesota. Building on our vision 
to be the leader in Minnesota for quality, safety, service 
and value, we are committed to providing each of our 
locations with the unique service needs for their patients
and their communities.
In the past fiscal year, 4,855 benefactors touched
the lives of countless patients and their families
with gifts totaling $8.85 million to the 
CentraCare Health Foundation. We are 
grateful to these generous benefactors who
include people who live in the communities
we serve, area physicians and CentraCare
employees. Together, we continue to 
enhance quality of life for the people 
of Central Minnesota, ensuring that their
medical care is second to none.
We are proud to serve the people 
of Central Minnesota and feel privileged 
to have the opportunity to partner with
them on their journey to health and healing.
Terry Pladson, MD/CEO, MBA, FACPE
CentraCare Health President
CentraCare Health…
providing health and healing to Central Minnesota
Total Revenue                                                           $938,148,434                                           $878,881,263
Total Expenses                                                           891,011,309                                             828,837,655
Operating Income (Loss)                                          $47,137,125                                             $50,043,608
Operating Margin                                                                 5.02%                                                      5.69%
Annual Capital Expenditures                                      $73,439,577                                           $104,157,150
                                                                                                                                                                        
Current Assets                                                          $269,438,703                                           $195,467,676
Restricted Investments                                               444,179,833                                             402,832,492
Property & Equipment, net                                         587,546,615                                             513,619,540
Other Assets                                                                 22,945,578                                               27,434,550
Total Assets                                                          $1,324,110,729                                        $1,139,354,258
Current Liabilities                                                      $142,206,517                                           $139,036,983
Long-Term Debt                                                          415,964,609                                             403,851,237
Other Liabilities                                                             73,973,755                                               64,601,157
Net Assets                                                                  691,965,848                                             531,864,881












$ Values in Millions
*Losses Based on Costs
Total: $63.71 million
Cash & In-kind











Current year calculations are based 
on IRS 990 schedule H instructions.
Additional Community Benefit*
(in millions)
Cost in excess of Medicare payments
$49.41
Other care provided without compensation
$17.30





* not included on schedule H
Serving our communities
                                                                                                     
                                                                                                        
                                                                                       
                                                                                                                        
                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                    
                                                                                           
                                                                                        
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                 
                                                                                                
                                                                                                      
                                                                                                           
                                                                                                               
                                                                        
Community Benefit
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As a not-for-profit health care organization, CentraCare
Health financially supports special projects to improve the
health of the people living and working in the communities
we serve. Our community benefit program strives to 
enhance the quality of life for the people of Central 
Minnesota through various health, wellness and
education initiatives. 
In June 2013, the CentraCare Health Foundation
awarded a $450,000 grant to be disbursed over
two years to continue the BLEND (Better Living:
Exercise & Nutrition Daily) program. Started in
2006, BLEND was designed to improve the
health of area children with a 10 percent 
reduction of childhood obesity by 2016. 
“Obesity is one of the major problems facing
the health of our nation,” said David Tilstra, MD,
co-chair of the BLEND medical committee.
“Childhood obesity is really a challenge for any
one group to take on, but through the efforts 
of BLEND to bring the community together, 
it becomes a problem that can be tackled.” 
Through a network of strategic alliances and 
collaborations at both the local and state levels,
BLEND works to develop and support healthy, 
sustainable policies and initiatives that raise
awareness of good health and build a culture 
of active living and healthy eating for kids and 
families. Schools, youth-serving organizations, the
medical community and decision-makers partner with
BLEND in creating sustainable, systemic changes in
schools, communities, worksites and health care 
organizations. These changes make it easier to 
incorporate healthy behaviors into daily lives — making 
the healthy choice the easy choice. Learn more 
at blendcentralmn.org.
Strengthening communities — enhancing lives
Packed with interactive, engaging and fun activities for all ages — kids and families
moved from station to station at the 2013 BLEND Kids Health and Fitness Expo.
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“I suffer minimal symptoms of stroke today because 
of the great medical treatment I received in Sauk Centre
and the quick thinking of my girlfriends.”
7Early intervention is key to effectively treat stroke patients
Julie Stepan, 49, of Sauk Centre, learned how 
important it was to have high-quality health care
close to home when her husband, Kenny, was 
diagnosed with Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) 
in 2003. “The care and compassion he received in
Sauk Centre was outstanding,” she said. “They did 
everything possible to help him through his seven-
year journey with ALS until he passed away in
2010.” Julie once again depended on that 
outstanding care when she suffered a stroke 
in April 2013.
“I was out for the night with my girlfriends and 
suddenly got a massive headache in the back 
of my head,” she said. “I could not move my right
side. I told my girlfriends to just let me lie down
and sleep; they insisted on taking me to the 
emergency room in Sauk Centre, which 
probably saved my life.” 
After being seen by Mari Thomas, MD, at 
CentraCare Health – Sauk Centre, Julie underwent 
a computerized tomography (CT) scan which
showed she was having a stroke. Dr. Thomas 
immediately administered Intravenous tPA (tissue 
plasminogen activator), a drug to break up the
blood clot in Julie’s brain.
“The more time that elapses before a patient 
receives the drug to help break up the clot that is
blocking a blood vessel in the brain, the slimmer
the chances of a good outcome,” Dr. Thomas said.
“Early treatment is key to effectively treat stroke
and lower mortality for the majority of patients.”
tPA is the only drug proven to treat acute ischemic
stroke patients but can only be given within four-
and-a-half hours after the onset of a stroke — it
has the greatest benefits when given earlier in that
timeframe. Julie was given the drug one hour and
15 minutes after her stroke symptoms began.
Julie was then transported to the Intensive Care
Unit at St. Cloud Hospital. After three nights, she
returned home. “I was able to receive my physical
and occupational therapy in Sauk Centre,” she
said. “It was so nice because I knew the staff that
worked there — they all were so personable and
supportive. They really helped me 
on the road to recovery.”
Julie,  a tax preparer at an accounting firm, has 
returned to work. She still suffers minor effects
from her stroke but is hopeful that with time she
will have a 100 percent recovery. 
What we know for sure
The St. Cloud Hospital Stroke Center provides
essential stroke services to residents of Central
Minnesota 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The Stroke Center has earned The Joint 
Commission’s Gold Seal of Approval™ for 
certification as a Primary Stroke Center after
meeting nationally developed standards for
stroke care. This achievement signifies that 
the hospital can meet the unique and 
specialized needs of stroke patients.
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CentraCare Health Foundation
Summary of Operations                                                                                              FY 2013
Revenue & Support (in thousands)                                                                                          
                *Contributions, net                                                                                           $6,774
                Investment Income, net                                                                                 $2,948
                Special Events                                                                                               $1,127
                **Planned Giving Expectations                                                                       $1,325
                Total Revenue                                                                                              $12,174
Expenses (in thousands)                                                                                                          
                Grants & Programs                                                                                          $5,074
                Special Events                                                                                                    $496
                Administrative                                                                                                     $736
                Fundraising/Capital Campaign                                                                        $1,209
                Total Expenses                                                                                               $7,515
                Net Assets at the end of the year                                                                  $43,624
* St. Cloud Hospital and St. Benedict’s Senior Community covered a portion of the Foundation’s 
administrative expenses. The number is reflected in the contribution line.
** Some planned gifts are revocable and may not materialize.
Thank you to everyone who generously supports health and health care in Central Minnesota. 
The following lists of benefactors highlight the thousands of people in our region whose gifts 
are impacting the care of patients today, leaving a legacy of health improvement for the future.
Thank you for making a difference!
Cumulative Benefactors
The persons, foundations and 
corporations listed here have 
achieved a lifetime giving level 
of $10,000 or more. We truly are 
grateful to our benefactors and 
make every effort to list them
as they prefer. Please call 
(320) 240-2810 to correct any 
errors or discrepancies that 
appear in the following lists.





Benedict F. & Dorothy J. Gorecki
St. Cloud Hospital
St. Cloud Hospital Volunteer Auxiliary
John & Mary Weitzel
$1,000,000+
Anderson Family of Companies
Clearway Minnesota
Bob & Linda Feuling 
& The Feuling Family
Grocers On the Green
George & Shirley Torrey
$750,000+
Darwin Bonn




Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Minnesota
William E. Clemens
Bob & Nancy Ferche Family
Barb & Art Grachek
Morgan Family Foundation
Otto Bremer Foundation
Bob & Sandy Sexton
State of Minnesota
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A. Streed
Gene & Sheelah Windfeldt
$250,000+
Bernick Family Foundation
Scott & Kim Blattner
Crothall Services Group
Design Electrical Contractors Inc.
– Doug Bischoff
Lester Engel
John & Nancy Frobenius
Al & Yvonne Kremers
Patrick E. Lynch
John Mahowald & Donna Kuhl
Mahowald Insurance Agency 
& Mahowald Financial Partners
Marco, Inc.
Gary & Jane Marsden
Dr. John K. & Joyce Matsuura
John & Cherie McDowall 
- McDowall Company
McGough
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
The Clara Foundation
Patrick J. & Karen L. Virnig
Wells Fargo Bank
Dennis & Karen Zaun
$100,000+
American Heritage National Bank 
& the Jay Johnston 
& Rodger Johnston families
Barb Anderson & Jeanette Anderson
Michael & Sharon Bauerly 
Family Fund
Bauerly Companies






Dr. Paul J. & Joanne Dorsher
Roger & Betty Duininck
Andy & Jodi Fritz - El-Jay 
Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
Jared Gapinski & Molly Meagher
GNP Company – Gold’n Plump
Gray Plant Mooty
Harold E. Anderson Trust
Leo T. Henkemeyer
Hughes Mathews, P.A.
Jim Christensen – J.C. Christensen 
& Associates, Inc.
Dr. Dwight E. & Audrey Jaeger
Sy & Corrine Janochoski - 
Sy & Sons, Inc.
Knife River/MDU Foundation
Leighton Broadcasting Radio 
Stations KCLD, KZPK, 
KCML, KNSI
Cheryl Lightle & Wade Skaja
Medica Foundation
Gordy & Michelle Meyer
Jim & Marion Miller
Dan & Susan Miller - 
Miller Architects & Builders
Minnesota Organization 
on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
Dr. Paul T. & Nancy E. Moran
Multiple Concepts Interiors 
Carpet One
Regional Diagnostic Radiology
Barry & Sandy Ross
Leo M. & Karen M. Sand
Tom & Joyce Schlough
Ronald S. & Irene E. Schmidt
Christopher Shorba
Sprint PCS
St. Cloud Hospital 
Auxiliary Gift Gallery
St. Cloud Lions Club
St. Jude Medical
Tastefully Simple
Jerome & Esther Then
Mark J. Traut
Delphine (†) 
& John Undersander Family
US Bank
Faber Family – Viking Coca-Cola, 
First Choice, Armada Coffee
Bob & Penny White
Diane & John (†) Wojtanowicz/
Prairie Farm Company
Wolters Kluwer Financial Services
BLEND (Better Living: Exercise and Nutrition
Daily) is proud to collaborate with the Earth Day
Run events to promote health and fitness with
the BLEND Kids Health and Fitness Expo and
the BLEND 1K Youth Run at the St. Cloud State 








Craig & Karen Broman
The Carlson Family and 
C & L Distributing
Carl & Barb Caspers
Child Care Choices, Inc.
Epic Systems
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Kevin J. & Joanne M. Hughes
Ray Hughes
Kemps
Thomas E. & Mary Mathews
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Denny & Karol Ringsmuth
Russ Davis Wholesale
SEI
Sisters of the Order 
of Saint Benedict
St. Cloud Ear Nose & Throat - 
Head & Neck Clinic, PA
The Lynn Johnson 
Family Foundation
Then Family Charitable Foundation
Don & Sylvia Weeres 




John, Nancy, Corey & Lee Bartlett
– Automotive Parts 
Headquarters, Inc.
George Brancato
John P. & Cindy B. Clemens
Robert & Veronica Coborn 
Family Fund






Mark & Karla Donlin Family Fund
Charles & Jane Dooley
The Eich Family 
& Eich Motor Company
Dr. Walter N. & Trecia A. Ellis
Form A Feed Inc.
Ross Hall & Tanya Vossberg
Judge Elizabeth Hayden 
& Judge Charles Flinn, Jr.
Donald Helgeson & Sue Shepard
Dennis & Tammy Holland
Allen & Laura Horn
Mary Lee & James H. Illies
J & B Group
J.P. Morgan Securities, Inc.
Mary Lou Jameson
Jennie-O Turkey Store, Inc.
Karen & Jerry Jurgens





John P. & Maryanne Mahowald





Dr. Chris & Denise Moellentine
Jim & Helen (†) Nahan
Michael R. & Donna M. Nathe
New Flyer USA
Charles D. Nielsen 
& Peggy L. Carlson
Robert & Marilyn Obermiller
Pan-O-Gold Baking Co.
PCL Construction Services, Inc.
Rinke-Noonan Law Firm
Mike & Elizabeth Roth
Michael & Patricia Sipe
Stearns Benton Medical Society
Don & Angeline Hall Family
Supervalu Inc.
Kathy & Tom Terhaar
The Hearst Foundation
Louise E. Theisen
Tony & Joyce Tillemans
TKI/ Tom & Diane Kraemer Family
Traumen Glasberg Design Studios
Wendy K. & Gary Verkinnes
Dr. Daniel Whitlock 
& Judy Whitlock
Duane & Elaine Shultz 
& Winkelman Building 
Corporation
$25,000+
Janie & Jack M. Amundson
Anheuser - Busch
Audio Video Extremes LLC
David & Jean Bauerly Family
Jerry & Elaine Bauerly
Don & Pat Bitzan
Payton Blomstrom Perinatal 
& Pediatrics Palliative 
Care Fund
Dr. Joseph M. & Patty Blonski
Boston Scientific Foundation
Tom & Andrea Brasel
Dr. Frank & Alice Brown
Mary Buhl
Center For Diagnostic Imaging
Linda & Joe Chmielewski
Continental Press, Inc.
Crafts Direct
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen Cragle
Mick Family - Custom Welding 
& Metal Fabricating, Inc.
D.J. Bitzan Jewelers
Jim & Jan Davis
DCI, Inc.
Colleen Donlin
Dr. & Mrs. Michael J. Dorle
Dunham Associates
Dr. Frederic J. & Lynn Engman
Dr. Jason M. & Debra Erickson
Events Extraordinaire 
By Jean Inc. - Jean Dotzler
Fifth District Eagles
Finken Water & Kay’s Kitchen
James & Pauline Hall
Lee & Jan Hanson
Almost 1,900 pounds of Halloween candy was 
donated by 452 kids at the Halloween Candy 
Buy-Back Event on Nov. 1, 2012, at Sartell 
Pediatrics.  Sartell Pediatrics and Pediatrics
Dentistry P.C., in partnership with BLEND, planned
this event to reduce the amount of sugar children
consume during a holiday surrounded by candy.
The donated candy was sent to troops overseas.
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Drs. Ronald D. & Michelle Hanson
Dr. Richard W. & Patricia Hart
Health Partners 
Central Minnesota Clinics
Richard & Kris Inderieden - 
Heater Rental Services
Joe & Amy Hellie
Jerry & Kathryn Henkemeyer
Henkemeyer Coatings Inc. 
Mike & Pat Henkemeyer
Steve & Megan Henkemeyer - 
Henkemeyer Excavating
Joan Hicks
Andy (†) & Carol Hilger
Holiday Companies
Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites
Holiday Station Stores Inc.
Susan Osaki Holm
Ken & Beth Honkomp
Nicholas & Terese Houle
Dr. Scot & Gretchen Hutton
Alcuin & Dorine (†) Illies
Jagielski Family
Kathy Janson Memorial Fund
JM Companies, Inc. 
& Mike Moores
Drs. Richard 
& Merryn R. Jolkovsky
Dr. James L. & Mary Jost
Justin V. Pearson Memorial Fund
Kevin and Julie Johnson - 
K. Johnson Const. Inc.
Michael & Joni Karl
Kiwanis Club of St. Cloud
The Klick Foundation
Sue & Greg Klugherz




Mark & Judi Larkin
Jim & Mary Jane Lauerman
Leonard, Street and Deinard
Aaron & Jill Levin
Dr. Douglas R. & Taimi T. Liepert
Dr. James & Vicki Lundeen
Macy’s
Dr. Todd D. & Sarah Magnuson
Norie Mahowald
Mardag Foundation
Edward “Chip” Martin 
& William Chaffee
Mathew Hall Lumber Company
Dr. Mark & Ronda Matthias
Scott & Mary Kay May
Drs. Eric T. 
& Lynn M. McFarling
Medtronic
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy 
& Thomas P. Melloy
Midsota Plastic 
& Reconstructive Surgeons, PA
Midwest Arrhythmia 
Research Fund
Myrel A. Neumann 
Midwest Vision Centers
Minnesota Medical Foundation
Rosie & Roger Moran
Morrison Healthcare Food Services
Mark & Jan Murphy
nativeX
Negen Family – 
Negen Architects, Inc.
Dr. Benjamin & Kari Nemeth
Marianne & Bob Nemeth
Joshua & Melissa Longnecker – 
Northwestern Mutual
John & Elizabeth Packert/
Ron’s Cabinets
Perkins & Will
Kris Peterson & Sue Haller
Mary & David Phipps
Pleasureland RV Center, Inc.
Pope Architects, Inc.
Durand J. & Mary Sue Potter
Quinlivan & Hughes, P.A.
Joni & Duane Rasmusson
RBC Wealth Management
Dr. John R. & Kathryn A. Reisinger
Robert & Rita Rengel
Rice Building Systems, Inc.
Dr. David J. & Susan M. Roberts
Scheels All Sports
Claude C. & Mary A. Schneider
Dr. Thomas G. & Myra Lee Schrup
Jacqueline M. Schuh 
in memory of Joan M. Schuh
John Seckinger
Slumberland Furniture of St. Cloud
Dr. Stephen (†) & Mary Sommers
St. Cloud Hospital School 
of Nursing Alumni Association
Scott & Shelly Streed
Todd & Heidi Streed
Dr. Fareed Suri & Aqsa Nadeem
The Medtronic Foundation
Thermo-Tech Windows 
East Side Glass Company
Drs. David & Janet Tilstra
Lee & Mary Torborg
Dr. Theodore & Andrea Truitt
Vascular Solutions
Joan B. Volkmuth
W. Gohman Construction Co.
Walgreens Infusion 
& Respiratory Services
Donald R. & Jan D. Watkins
Brad & Kathy Wheelock
Tom & Cathy Williams
Brownie and Michelle Williams
Dr. Harold E. & Shirley Windschitl
Xcel Energy
Dr. Mohamed S. Yassin
Todd & Kyoko Zaun
Zonta Club of St. Cloud
$10,000+
Adult & Pediatric Urology
Advantage Sales & Marketing
Dr. Oluade A. & Adeyoola A. Ajayi
Albany Mutual Telephone 
Foundation
Hani Alkhatib
Tom & Sally Allen
American Cancer Society
Drs. Stacia Anderson 
& Matthew R. Hwang
Dr. Charles & Janet Andres
Drs. Robert Ang & Belen Dy
John & Kay Delinsky 





Dr. Richard & Michaela Backes
Dr. Burt & Evelyn  Bancroft
BankVista
Barnes & Noble Booksellers
Barrel O’ Fun
Roberta & Kevin Basol
Patrick C. Bauer 
& Gloria A. Flavin Bauer
Brian & Marge Bauerly
Jenny Bauerly
Mark & Anita Bauerly
Rick & Helga Bauerly
Penny L. & Dennis L. Beattie
Gary & Kay Bechtold
Mary Bell
Carol Belling
Michael S. & Gerry Beltinck
Ernest J. & Eileen A. Bergeron
Dean R. & Lori J. Bernick
Big Stone Co 
Cancer Support Group, Inc.
Kirstie & Peter Bingham
Byron & Peg Anne Bjorklund 
Family
Drs. Barbara J. 
& Steven H. Bollinger
Bonnie & Stephen Bologna
Bor-Son Construction, Inc.
David & Sharon Borgert
Dr. Jon C. & Barb Bowar
Dr. Philip F. & Kristine Boyle
Bremer Financial Services Inc.
Dr. Bryan J. & Kirsten H. Brindley




Roger & Sue Cada
Care Transportation
Dr. Dennis & Jeanne Carreras
Carson Pirie Scott Foundation







College of Saint Benedict
Dr. Thomas & Paulette Como
Adeline Conlon
Dee Coppock
Dr. Thomas L. & Mary M. Cress
Patty Cumming
Craig & Lynn Dahl
Dr. Eileen H. & Brian H. Dauer
Dayton Foundation
Dr. Luther & Julie Dehnel
Del Monte Foods
John S. & Kay L. Delinsky
Dwayne & Cindy Dockendorf
Linda Doerr
Larry & Rita Donlin
Donlin Company
Dr. Craig M. & Jennifer Doschadis
Jyeton Drayna
Dr. Ann C. Dunnigan





Energizer c/o Advantage Sales 
& Marketing
Janice & Charles Engebretson
Dr. Hans H. & Sharon L. Engman
Wayne R. & Linda J. Engstrand
Rose Ann Faber
John & Gail Falconer
Dr. Kelly B. & Neil Fandel
Farmers & Merchants State Bank,
Sauk Rapids/Pierz
Jason & Jennifer Ferche





Dr. John H. & Jeanne M. Geiser
General Mills Foundation
Drs. Terri T. & Jeffrey S. Gerdes
Christy Gilleland - 
Gilleland Chevrolet-Cadillac
Granite Equity Partners Fund
Great River Federal Credit Union
Doug & Kay Greenlee
Hammel, Green 
& Abrahamson, Inc.
Dr. Albert S. & Janice Hammond
Paul N. & Michele Hanson
Drs. Sheri & Chad Haroldson
Paul & Jennifer Harris
Mark Hauge
Dr. Kathleen Hobday
Drs. Weining Hu & Yi Zheng
Brenda & Matt Hulst
Imagine Nation Books, LTD
Ingram Entertainment Inc.
Initiative Foundation
John Morrell & Co.
Dr. Craig M. & LuAnne Johnson
Cynthia L. Johnson
Bob & Judy Johnson
Angelica Jurgens
Dr. Donald J. Jurgens
Jean C. Kane
Terry & Barbara Kantor
Dr. Barbi Kaplan-Frenkel 
& Theodor Frenkel
Dale Kaufman
Drs. Mary & Jerry Keating
Dr. Robert J. & Joanne Keck




Kern DeWenter Viere, Ltd.
Ronald L. Kershner
James M. & Janet Knoblach
Larry & Brenda Knutson
Kopp Family Foundation
Kopp Investment Advisors




Tom & Helen Krebsbach
Miles & Rebecca Kulzer
Greg & Carla Kummer
William J. & Phyllis M. Lacroix
Jerry & Bev Timmers Lahr
Dr. Patrick M. & Debra S. Lalley
Sue LaMotte
Patricia & Henri Lanctin
Peggy Lange
David & Camilla Larson
Dr. Theresa M. & John Lau




John & Arlene Leisen
Dr. Thomas W. & Deanne Leither
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Lepinski
Mary & Michael Leyk
Dr. David R. & Gretchen Lindgren
Lumber One, Avon Inc.
Kathleen Mahon & John M. Teskey
Marjorie & Gerald Mahon
Jim & Chris Mahowald
Robert & Anne Mahowald
Samuel G. & JoAnn M. Mairs
Marigold Foods Inc.
Nancy & Erich Martens
Dr. Creston M. & Bonnie Martin
Dr. Mark J. & Lisa B. Martone
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Holly Ball 2012 Vice-Chair Dena Walz 
celebrates a successful event with her 
husband, David. With the generous support 
of the community, Holly Ball 2012 raised more






Roy J. & Ruth Meyer
Michael Foods
Mid Central Door Co.
Mid-America Coffee Service/ 
Ronnoco Coffee
Robert & Debra Miller
Dr. Simon & Renee Milstein
Andre’ Mitchell
Mr. Dee’s Inc.
Tracy E. Napp, MD
Dr. Frank P. & Tracy Nellans
Dr. Peter E. & Laurie Nelson
Joe & Veronica Nessler
Bruce & Carolyn Neubauer
Hoang Nguyen, MD 
& Regional Diagnostic Radiology
Eleanor Hemstreet Nickles 
& William Nickles
Northwestern Mutual
O’Hara’s Brew Pub & Restaurant
Old Dutch Foods Inc.
Troy & Gail Olson
Kurt & Linda Otto
Overhead Door of St. Cloud, Inc.
Judith M. Ozbun
Dr. Scott & Susan Palmer
Kathy & Jim Parsons
Dr. Troy A. & Sandra Payne
Drs. Ted & Jane Peterson
Dr. Brett A. & Jonathan Pinkerton




Noel & Cindy Johnson 
- Premier Real Estate
Prestige Parking & Valet
Shannon J. Quinlivan
Stephanie Randolph
Dr. Jodi K. Regan & Dean Moritz
Bret & Nicole Reuter
Dr. Nathaniel & Valerie Reuter
Millie Rice
Richard N. Klein Living Trust
Rick & Aleen Roehl
Barbara Rogan
Deacon Ken & Michele Rosha
Deacon Jerome Roth
Vickie & Al Ruegemer
Richard B. Ruhoff
Gregory O. & Carol J. Rupp
Saint Paul City Ballet
Vern Salzl
Juli & John Sanner
Dr. Thomas J. & Cheryl J.K. Satre
Marilyn A. Savage
Dr. Richard & Rita Schaefer
Barb & Dale Scheiber
Jane Scherber
Armella Schimnich
James & Joan Schlenner - 
Schlenner, Wenner & Co. 
Judith C. Schmid
Mike Mavetz & Mary Beth Schmitt
Dr. John M. & Amy Schmitz
John & Jan Schnettler
David Schoenborn




Joe & Kathy Sexton
Ken & Marcia Shane
Tereasa Simonson MD - 
Regional Diagnostic Radiology
SJA Architects
Drs. Angelina Ausban 
& Kevin Smith
Snyder’s of Hanover, Inc.
Joel & Jennifer Spalding
Drs. Kim & Chad Spaulding
Kevin & Anita Spellacy
Steve & Jean Sperl
St. Cloud Country Club
St. Cloud Medical Group
St. Cloud Medical Mission Fund
St. Cloud Orthopedic 
Associates, Ltd.
St. Cloud Sertoma Club
St. Cloud Surgical Center
St. Cloud Technical College
St. Cloud Westside Sertoma Club
St. Cloud Window Inc.
State Farm Insurance
Dr. Michael & Nina Steil
Paul W. Steil 
& Elizabeth Wenner Steil
Todd & Cindy Steinke
Mary Stiles, MD
Strack Companies
Terry & Dr. Janelle K. Strom
Mary Struffert
Stryker
Debra & Donald Stueve
Dr. Pradub & Rampai Sukhum
Dr. Read & Tammy Sulik
Drs. Dale J. Minnerath 
& Sylvia R. Sundberg




Dr. Kevin & Linda Switzer
Take Heart America Sudden 
Cardiac Arrest Survival Initiative
TDS
Larry D. (†) & Margo A. Tepley
The Catholic Foundation - 
Diocese of St. Cloud
The Change Companies
The JM Smucker Company
The Smile Train
The St. Cloud Morning 
Optimist Club
Kelly Thomton
Robert & JoAnn Thueringer






Dr. Paul E. Van Gorp 
& Roberta M. Knutson
Kay & Philip VanderStoep
Dr. Roderick D. 
& Amy Vansurksum
Verso Paper
Veterans of Foreign Wars 
East Side Post 4847
Loren M. & Debra J. Viere
Steve M. Vincent, Ph.D.
Jane Vortherms
Shar & Jerry Wallack
Patrick & Gwen Wampach
Shirley Ann Wampach
Christine Warzecha
Dr. Dove D. & Tracey L. Watkin
Bruce & Jodie Gohmann - Weidner
Plumbing & Heating
Janet & Tim Wensman
Hugo B. & Rita M. Weyrens
Margaret & Michael White
Dr. Darin D. & Katy Willardsen
William & Betty Andres Foundation
Tom & Cathy Williams
Greg & Beth Windfeldt
Judith & Tom Wyne
Edward J. Zapp
Daryl L. & Bonnie G. Zimmer
Peggy Zimmer




The following benefactors 
have named St. Cloud Hospital 
programs and services, 
St. Benedict’s Senior Community 
or CentraCare Health Foundation 
as a partial beneficiary in their 
estates. 
(As of June 30, 2013)
Hani Alkhatib
Tom & Sally Allen
Larry L. Asplin
Ernest J. & Eileen A. Bergeron
Jason Bernick
Dick & Mimi Bitzan
Douglas J. & Tanya Boser — 
Boser Construction, Inc.
Larry J. & Dawn C. Caswell
Dan & Mabel Coborn
Adeline L. Conlon
Lester Engel
Dr. Hans H. & Sharon L. Engman
Wayne R. & Linda J. Engstrand
Eugene & Jan Faulhaber
John & Nancy Frobenius
Jared Gapinski & Molly Meagher
Benedict F. & Dorothy J. Gorecki
Barb & Art Grachek
Ross Hall & Tanya Vossberg
Brad & Lisa Hanson
Jack & Geri Happe
Judge Elizabeth Hayden 
& Judge Charles Flinn, Jr.
Joan Hicks
Alcuin & Dorine (†) Illies
Jagielski Family
Roger & Susan Justinson
Drs. Richard & Merryn R. Jolkovsky
Naomi Kowalik
Tom & Helen Krebsbach
Al & Yvonne Kremers
Steven Letnes




Gary & Jane Marsden
Scott & Mary Kay May
Terri McCaffrey
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy 
& Thomas P. Melloy
Dr. Chris K. & Denise Moellentine
Dr. Paul T. & Nancy E. Moran
Rosie & Roger Moran
Eleanor Hemstreet Nickles 
& William Nickles
Charles D. Nielsen 
& Peggy L. Carlson
Robert & Marilyn Obermiller
Judith M. Ozbun
Greg & Ellen Pelletier
Kris Peterson & Sue Haller
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
Daniel Purcell
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Denny & Karol Ringsmuth
Chad & Paula Roggeman
Richard B. Ruhoff
Gregory O. & Carol J. Rupp
Marilyn A. Savage
Tom & Joyce Schlough
Jacqueline M. Schuh 
in memory of Joan M. Schuh
Marjorie Schwartz
Connie Schwinghammer
Bob & Sandy Sexton
Christopher Shorba
Michael & Patricia Sipe
Todd & Cindy Steinke
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A. Streed
M.J. & Richard Swanson
Louise E. Theisen
George & Shirley Torrey
Arlene Truszinski Clement
John & Mary Weitzel
Hugo B. & Rita M. Weyrens





The following endowment funds
have been created by individuals 
to carry on family names or to honor
special physicians, caregivers 
or friends. The principal of these
gifts is invested and the interest is
used to support the area designated
by the benefactor. 
(As of June 30, 2013)
Al & Yvonne Kremers Fund
Al Kremers Fund
Alcuin & Dorine Illies Fund
Almeda Ella Pollish Fund
Anna & Gracie Fund




Bernie Belling Recovery Fund
Bill & Jean Kane Fund
Boser Family Fund
Broker Family Fund
Carl & Marilyn Savage Fund
Celestine & Mary Lieser Fund
Clara’s Fund
Craig & Lynn Dahl Fund
Darwin & Rose Mary Bonn Fund
Dr. Fred & Lynn Engman Fund
Dr. Gerald L. & Karen Jurgens 
Cancer Survivorship Fund
Dr. Hans Engman Diabetes Fund
Dr. Harold E. Windschitl 
Cancer Research
Dr. Joseph & Patty Blonski 
Family Fund
Dr. Nicholas 
& Bernice Reuter Fund
Dr. Philip Halenbeck Education
Dr. Richard & Patricia Hart Fund
Dr. Robert Cumming 
Family Practice
Elizabeth Hayden 
& Charles Flinn, Jr. Fund
Fabian & Donna Eickhoff 
Family Fund
Fred & Del Sexton Fund
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Micki Lovelace, retired nurse and
long-time Foundation supporter, enjoyed
the 2012 Harvest Celebration, which
benefited CentraCare Health – Melrose.
Fred M. Riegger Fund
Gene & Sheelah Windfeldt Fund
George & Shirley Torrey Fund
George J. McDowall 
Memorial Fund
Greater MN Fight for a Cure Fund
Hank & Dee Coppock Fund
Harold & Carole Groustra 
Cancer Fund
Helen Liljedahl Fund





Jake & Mary Essen Alzheimer’s 
Education Fund
James & Helen Nahan Family Fund
James and Marion Miller Fund
Jean Kershner Lung Cancer Fund
John & Delphine 
Undersander Fund
John & Nancy Frobenius 
Breast Cancer Fund
Joseph J. & Susan M. Kuhl 
Heart Center Fund
Karla & Mark Donlin Fund
Kathy Janson Memorial Fund
Kay Pattison Fund
Kevin & Linda Switzer Fund
Kidney Klimb Fund
Knevel Family Fund
Kristine Cunningham Rose 
Memorial Fund
Lee & Mary Torborg 
Spiritual Care Fund
Leonard and Catherine Horn Fund
Liepert Family Fund
Lillian’s Garden Fund
Louise E. Theisen Fund
Madigan/Mosford Family Fund
Marco Health Fund
Mark D. Holm & Susie Osaki Holm
Research Fund
McDowall Company, 
John & Cherie McDowall Fund
Mike & Joni Karl Family Fund
Nemeth Family Fund
Nicolas & Terese Houle Fund
Partners in the Art 
of Recovery Fund
Pat Opatz Cancer Research
Paul & Joanne Dorsher Fund
Paul T. & Nancy E. Moran Fund
Payton Blomstrom 
Perinatal & Pediatrics 
Palliative Care Fund
Peggy L. Carlson - 
Charles D. Nielsen Hope Fund
Quinlivan & Hughes Fund
RDR Advised Fund
Richard & Merryn R. 
Jolkovsky Fund
Robert & Nancy Ferche 
Family Fund
Robert & Sandy Sexton Fund
Robert Mahowald Sr. Fund
Rosalie Timmers 
Junior Volunteer Scholarship
Rose Mary Bonn Garden Fund
Sallie Engel Trauma Survivor’s 
Education Fund
Sam Ellis Fund
SCH School of Nursing 
Alumni Scholarship
Sev & Ruth Koop Fund
Streed Family Cleft 
& Craniofacial Fund
Sue & Terry Pladson Fund
Sy & Corrine Janochoski 
Donor Advised
Wayne & Hazel Bonn 
Memorial Fund
Weitzel Family Fund
William J. Held 
Memorial Scholarship
Wojtanowicz Family Fund
Yvonne Obermiller Kremers 
Nursing Scholarship
Caduceus Society
A philanthropic guild of 
CentraCare Health Foundation 
open to Central Minnesota practicing
and retired medical staff who make 
a gift to support the Foundation’s 
mission of improving health and health
care. Members achieve active 
standing by contributing to the 
CentraCare Health Foundation 
Caduceus Society during the current
calendar year. Legacy standing is
achieved once a Caduceus Society
member has cumulatively given
$10,000 or more. 
(As of June 30, 2013)
Active Caduceus Members
Dr. Nelson L. & Charisse Adamson
Dr. David Agerter
Dr. Oluade A. & Adeyoola A. Ajayi
Dr. Hani S. & Majedah Alkhatib
Dr. Jill L. & Joe Amsberry
Drs. Stacia Anderson 
& Matthew Hwang
Dr. Richard & Michaela Backes
Dr. Christopher K. 
& Johanna Balkany
Dr. Joseph M. & Patty Blonski
Drs. Steven H. 
& Barbara J. Bollinger
Dr. Stephen M. & Bonnie Bologna
Dr. Jon C. & Barb Bowar
Dr. Philip F. & Kristine Boyle
Dr. Dennis & Jeanne Carreras
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas H. 
& Paulette M. Como
Dr. Tamara & Robert W. Congdon
Dr. Stephen P. & Beth Cragle
Dr. Thomas L. & Mary M. Cress
Dr. Robert (†) & Patricia Cumming
Dr. Thanh K. & Hong-Yen Dang
Dr. Eileen H. & Brian H. Dauer
Dr. Luther & Julie Dehnel
Dr. Jon Dennis 
& Sigrid Hedman-Dennis, 
RN, MSN
Drs. Kevin J. & Beth A. Donnelly
Dr. Paul J. & Joanne Dorsher
Dr. Craig M. & Jennifer Doschadis
Dr. Ann C. Dunnigan
Dr. Rene & Milady Eldidy
Dr. Walter N. & Trecia Ann Ellis
Dr. Jason M. & Debra Erickson
Dr. Kelly B. & Neil Fandel
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CentraCare Health Foundation was pleased 
to honor Thomas Leither, MD, recipient of the
2013 Caduceus Award for his dedication to 
improve health care and community service.
From left: Max Leither; Nephrologist Tom Leither,
MD; and wife, Deanne.
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Dr. Albert S. & Janice Hammond
Drs. Ronald D. & Michelle Hanson
Drs. Chad A. & Sheri Haroldson
Dr. Richard W. & Patricia Hart
Dr. Mark D. & Joanne C. Hauge
Dr. William (†) & Catherin Held
Dr. Mark D. & Susan Osaki Holm
Dr. Kevin S. & Carol Holton
Dr. Allen & Laura Horn
Drs. Weining Hu & Yi Zheng
Dr. Scot W. & Gretchen Hutton
Dr. Dwight E. & Audrey Jaeger
Dr. Janelle & Peter H. Johnson
Drs. Richard 
& Merryn R. Jolkovsky
Dr. Peter Jorgenson
Dr. Donald J. Jurgens
Dr. Brian R. & Bonnie J. Kay
Drs. Jerome P. & Mary U. Keating
Dr. James (†) & June Kelly 
Dr. David A. & Susan M. Kroska
Dr. Joan & Fred Krueger
Dr. David A. & Frida T. Kruse
Dr. John M. & Nancy Lacika
Dr. Patrick M. & Debra S. Lalley
Dr. Theresa M. & John Lau
Dr. Keith J. & Sheila Leavell
Dr. Elaina Lee
Dr. Thomas W. & Deanne Leither
Dr. David R. & Gretchen Lindgren
Dr. Mary E. & Steve Lunde
Dr. Todd D. & Sarah Magnuson
Dr. John Mahowald & Donna Kuhl
Dr. Edward “Chip” Martin 
& William Chaffee
Dr. Mark J. & Lisa B. Martone
Dr. John & Joyce Matsuura
Dr. Mark & Ronda Matthias
Drs. Eric T. & Lynn M. McFarling
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy 
& Thomas P. Melloy
Dr. Nicole Mercer Bolton 
& Aaron Bolton
Dr. Andre’ L. & Lakisha Mitchell
Dr. Chris & Denise Moellentine
Dr. George A. & Mary Kay Morris
Dr. Brian D. & Linda Kay Nelson
Dr. Peter E. & Laurie Nelson
Dr. Robert B. & Marianne Nemeth
Dr. Joseph P. & Veronica Nessler
Dr. Thomas J. & Elaine Newton
Dr. Troy & Sandra Payne
Dr. Marilyn Peitso 
& Peder Hegland
Dr. Jamie M. & Jodi Pelzel
Drs. Theodore A. 
& Jane M. Peterson
Dr. Brett A. & Jonathan Pinkerton
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
Dr. Deborah Rasmussen
Dr. Nathaniel & Valerie Reuter
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Dr. Christina Rexine
Dr. Joey Rexine
Dr. David J. & Susan M. Roberts
Drs. Karenthea & Gregory Rouw
Dr. Thomas J. & Cheryl J.K. Satre
Dr. Richard & Rita (†) Schaefer
Dr. Gregory A. 
& Susan M. Schlosser
Dr. Christian P. & Melanie Schmidt
Dr. John M. & Amy Schmitz
Dr. Joseph W. 
& Samar A. Schoenecker
Dr. Thomas G. & Myra Lee Schrup
Dr. Timothy N. & Amy Schuchard
Dr. Perry J. & Terre Severance
Dr. Greg & Laura Sherr
Dr. Joel C. & Susan Shobe
Dr. David & Jill Smith
Dr. J. Weston & Marilyn C. Smith
Drs. Kevin Smith 
& Angelina Ausban
Dr. Stephen (†) & Mary Sommers
Dr. Joel P. & Jenny Spalding
Drs. Kimberly W. 
& Chad Spaulding
Drs. Robert E. Stocker 
& Catherine A. Matuska
Dr. Thomas & Ann Stone
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A. Streed
Dr. Fareed Suri & Aqsa Nadeem
Dr. Stephen Swenson
Dr. Kevin & Linda Switzer
Dr. John Teskey & Kathleen Mahon
Dr. Tracey B. Thompson
Drs. David & Janet Tilstra
Dr. Theodore O. & Andrea B. Truitt
Dr. Hilary & Lilyan Ufearo
Dr. Paul E. Van Gorp 
& Roberta M. Knutson
Dr. Peter W. & Ami Waldusky
Dr. Daniel J. & Judy A. Whitlock
Drs. Christopher Widstrom 
& Sharon Ruggiero
Dr. Darin D. & Katy Willardsen
Dr. Thomas L. & Judith A. Wyne
Dr. Mohamed S. Yassin
Dr. Patrick & Penny Zook
Deceased (†)
Legacy Caduceus Society
Dr. Oluade A. & Adeyoola A. Ajayi
Dr. Hani S. & Majedah Alkhatib
Drs. Stacia Anderson 
& Matthew Hwang
Drs. Robert Ang & Belen Dy
Dr. Richard & Michaela Backes
Dr. Joseph M. & Patty Blonski
Drs. Steven H. & Barbara J. Bollinger
Dr. Stephen M. & Bonnie Bologna
Dr. Jon C. & Barb Bowar
Dr. Philip F. & Kristine Boyle
Dr. Bryan J. & Kirsten H. Brindley
Dr. Frank & Alice Brown
Dr. Dennis & Jeanne Carreras
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas H. 
& Paulette M. Como
Dr. Stephen P. & Beth Cragle
Dr. Thomas L. & Mary M. Cress
Dr. Robert (†) & Patricia Cumming
Dr. Eileen H. & Brian H. Dauer
Dr. Michael J. & Roberta L. Dorle
Dr. Paul J. & Joanne Dorsher
Dr. Craig M. & Jennifer Doschadis
Dr. Ann C. Dunnigan
Dr. Rene & Milady Eldidy
Dr. Walter N. & Trecia Ann Ellis
Dr. Frederic J. & Lynn Engman
Dr. Hans H. & Sharon L. Engman
Dr. Jason M. & Debra Erickson
Dr. Kelly B. & Neil Fandel
Dr. Michael C. & Kendra Flanagan
Dr. John H. & Jeanne M. Geiser
Drs. Jeffrey S. & Terri T. Gerdes
Dr. Albert S. & Janice Hammond
Drs. Ronald D. & Michelle Hanson
St. Cloud Area Family YMCA received the 2012
Spirit of Caring Award for the aquatic program,
which offers opportunities for people at all levels,
particularly those with special needs. From left:
Mark Larkin, CentraCare Health Foundation;
Greg Gack and Lena Coe, St. Cloud Area Family
YMCA, and Terry Pladson, CentraCare Health.
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Drs. Chad A. & Sheri Haroldson
Dr. Richard W. & Patricia Hart
Dr. Mark D. & Joanne C. Hauge
Drs. H. Thomas (†) 
& Kathleen Hobday
Dr. Mark D. & Susan Osaki Holm
Dr. Allen & Laura Horn
Drs. Weining Hu & Yi Zheng
Dr. Scot W. & Gretchen Hutton
Dr. Dwight E. & Audrey Jaeger
Dr. Craig M. & LuAnne Johnson
Drs. Richard 
& Merryn R. Jolkovsky
Dr. James L. & Mary Jost
Dr. Donald J. Jurgens
Dr. Gerald L. & Karen Jurgens
Dr. Barbi Kaplan-Frenkel 
& Theodor Frenkel
Drs. Jerome P. & Mary U. Keating
Dr. Robert J. & Joanne Keck
Dr. James (†) & June Kelly
Dr. Todd M. & Laura Kor
Dr. David A. & Susan M. Kroska
Dr. Kathleen & Robert Kulus
Dr. John M. & Nancy Lacika
Dr. Patrick M. & Debra S. Lalley
Dr. Henri P. & Patricia Lanctin
Dr. Lanse C. & Livia Lang
Dr. Theresa M. & John Lau
Dr. Elaina Lee
Dr. Thomas W. & Deanne Leither
Dr. Douglas R. & Taimi T. Liepert
Dr. David R. & Gretchen Lindgren
Dr. James W. & Vicki Lundeen
Dr. Todd D. & Sarah Magnuson
Dr. John Mahowald & Donna Kuhl
Dr. Creston M. & Bonnie Martin
Dr. Edward “Chip” Martin 
& William Chaffee
Dr. Mark J. & Lisa B. Martone
Dr. John & Joyce Matsuura
Dr. Mark & Ronda Matthias
Drs. Robert E. Stocker 
& Catherine A. Matuska
Drs. Eric T. & Lynn M. McFarling
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy 
& Thomas P. Melloy
Dr. Simon & Renee Milstein
Drs. Dale J. Minnerath 
& Sylvia R. Sundberg
Dr. Andre’ L. & Lakisha Mitchell
Dr. Chris & Denise Moellentine
Dr. Paul T. & Nancy E. Moran
Dr. Tracy E. Napp
Dr. Frank P. & Tracy Nellans
Dr. Peter E. & Laurie Nelson
Dr. Joseph P. & Veronica Nessler
Drs. Hoang Nguyen & Nhan Quyen
Dr. Troy & Sandra Payne
Drs. Theodore A. 
& Jane M. Peterson
Dr. Brett A. & Jonathan Pinkerton
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
Dr. Jodi K. Regan & Dean Moritz
Dr. John R. & Kathryn A. Reisinger
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Dr. Nathaniel & Valerie Reuter
Dr. David J. & Susan M. Roberts
Dr. Thomas J. & Cheryl J.K. Satre
Dr. John M. & Amy Schmitz
Dr. Thomas G. & Myra Lee Schrup
Dr. Timothy N. & Amy Schuchard
Dr. Tereasa & Eric Simonson
Dr. David & Jill Smith
Drs. Kevin Smith 
& Angelina Ausban
Dr. Stephen (†) & Mary Sommers
Dr. Joel P. & Jenny Spalding
Drs. Kimberly W. 
& Chad Spaulding
Dr. Michael & Nina Steil
Dr. Mary A. Stiles
Drs. Robert E. Stocker 
& Catherine A. Matuska
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A. Streed
Dr. Janelle K. & Terry D. Strom
Dr. Pradub & Rampai Sukhum
Dr. Read & Tammy Sulik
Dr. Fareed K. Suri & Aqsa Nadeem
Dr. Kevin & Linda Switzer
Dr. John Teskey & Kathleen Mahon
Dr. Daniel J. & Julie S. Tiede
Dr. David & Janet Tilstra
Dr. Theodore O. & Andrea B. Truitt
Dr. Paul E. Van Gorp 
& Roberta M. Knutson
Dr. Philip H. & Kay VanderStoep
Dr. Roderick D. 
& Amy Vansurksum
Dr. Dove D. & Tracey L. Watkin
Dr. Daniel J. & Judy A. Whitlock
Dr. Darin D. & Katy Willardsen
Dr. Harold E. & Shirley Windschitl
Dr. Thomas L. & Judith A. Wyne
Dr. Mohamed S. Yassin
Deceased (†)
Partners in Caring Society
Recognizes benefactors who 
made annual gifts of $1,000 
or more to CentraCare Health 
Foundation.
(As of June 30, 2013)
Linda Abel
Advantage Sales and Marketing
Richard J. Ahles & Karen A. Ahles
Dr. Oluade A. & Adeyoola A. Ajayi
Albany Area Schools, Isd 745
Albany Mutual Telephone 
Foundation
Dr. Hani & Majedah Alkhatib
Tom & Sally Allen
American Heritage Bank 
& the Jay Johnston 
& Rodger Johnston Families




Drs. Stacia Anderson 
& Matthew R. Hwang









“Together we built Clara’s house, which is named
in honor of my mother who spent her life loving
and caring for children,” said Mae Ellingson-
Skalicky. “Many children are suffering with a 
mental illness. Of those, a great number self 
medicate to ease their pain. This can enable them
to become addicted to alcohol, prescription, 
over-the-counter or illegal drugs sold on the street.
I give so we can help more kids at Clara’s House.”
At Home Apartments, LLC
Drs. Angelina Ausban 
& Kevin Smith
John, Nancy, Corey & 








John & Nancy Bartlett
Roberta & Kevin Basol
Jake & Jenny Bauerly
Jerry & Elaine Bauerly
Michael & Sharon Bauerly 
Family Fund
Rick & Helga Bauerly
Michelle Bauerly Kopel 
& Scott Kopel
Penny L. & Dennis L. Beattie
Gary & Kay Bechtold
Mary Bell
Benton County
Dean R. & Lori J. Bernick
Bernick Family Foundation
Big Stone Co Cancer 
Support Group, Inc.
Kirstie & Peter Bingham
Dick & Mimi Bitzan
Ryan & Julia Bjerke
Byron & PegAnne Bjorklund Family
Scott & Kim Blattner
Rona Bleess
Dr. Joseph M. & Patty Blonski
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Minnesota
Blue Cross Blue Shield
Drs. Steven H. 
& Barbara J. Bollinger
Darwin Bonn
Roger & Jill Bonn
David & Sharon Borgert
Douglas J. & Tanya Boser 
— Boser Construction, Inc.
Dr. Jon C. & Barb Bowar
Tom & Andrea Brasel
Bremer Bank
Bremer Financial Services Inc.
Brenny Transportation
Craig & Karen Broman
Brookwood Farms
Dr. Frank & Alice Brown
Brown & Krueger, PA
Larry & Cindy Brutger
Laura Burns
Karen & Mike Burzette
Troy & Lara Butner
BWBR Architects
The Carlson Family





Dr. Dennis & Jeanne Carreras
Barbara Carver
Casey’s General Stores
Carl & Barb Caspers
Catholic Health Initiatives
Center For Diagnostic Imaging




Central Minnesota Credit Union





Linda & Joe Chmielewski












Robert & Veronica Coborn 
Family Fund
Colon Cancer Coalition 
Foundation






Dr. & Mrs. Stephen Cragle
Dr. Thomas L. & Mary M. Cress








Mick Family - Custom Welding 
& Metal Fabricating, Inc.
D.J. Bitzan Jewelers
Daryl L Zimmer Rev Trust
Dr. Eileen H. & Brian H. Dauer
Jim & Jan Davis
DCI, Inc.
Ben Dehn
Dr. Luther & Julie Dehnel
Del Monte Foods
Dentistry for Children








Mark & Karla Donlin Family Fund
Dr. & Mrs. Michael J. Dorle
Paul & Joanne Dorsher
Dr. Craig M. & Jennifer Doschadis
Dunham Associates
Dr. Ann C. Dunnigan
eBureau
The Eich Family 
& Eich Motor Company
Deb Eisenstadt
Dr. Rene Eldidy
Andy & Jodi Fritz - 
El-Jay Plumbing & Heating Inc.
Joseph Ellerbusch
Dr. Walter N. & Trecia A. Ellis
John C. & Vicki Elsenpeter
Energizer c/o Advantage Sales 
& Marketing
Janice & Charles Engebretson
Epic Systems
Dr. Jason M. & Debra Erickson
Events Extraordinaire 
By Jean Inc./Jean Dotzler
John & Gail Falconer
Dr. Kelly B. & Neil Fandel
Faribault Foods
Farmers & Merchants State Bank, 
Sauk Rapids/Pierz
Farmland Foods Inc.
Tom & Gina Feldhege
Bob & Nancy Ferche Family
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Bob & Linda Fueling 
& The Fueling Family
Finken Water & Kay’s Kitchen
Keith R. & Janet Finstad
Dr. Michael C. & Kendra Flanagan
Deborah Folsom
Form A Feed Inc.
Jim Forsting
Alice & Steve Frechette
Freeport State Bank
Frito Lay
John & Nancy Frobenius
Gannett Foundation
Jared Gapinski & Molly Meagher
Donna Gasperlin




Christy Gilleland - 
Gilleland Chevrolet-Cadillac
GNP Company - Gold’n Plump
Barb & Art Grachek
Jenine Graham
Granite Equity Partners Fund
Gray Plant Mooty
Gray Plant Mooty Foundation
Graybar
Greater MN Fight for a Cure
George A. & Jeannette Green
Doug & Kay Greenlee
Dennis & Barbara Gregory
Donna & Thomas Gregory
Chance & Teresa Haakonson




Dr. Albert S. & Janice Hammond
Drs. Ronald D. & Michelle Hanson
Drs. Chad A. & Sheri Haroldson
Angelyn Harper
Lisa & Randy Harren
Paul & Jennifer Harris
Harris Charitable Fund Program
Dr. Richard W. & Patricia Hart
Dr. Mark & Joanne Hauge
Dane M. & Simone M. Haugen
Judge Elizabeth Hayden 
& Judge Charles Flinn, Jr.
HealthPartners Central 
Minnesota Clinic
Richard & Kris Inderieden - 
Heater Rental Services
Michele Held
Joe & Amy Hellie
Jerry & Kathryn Henkemeyer
Leo T. Henkemeyer
Henkemeyer Coatings Inc. 
Mike and Pat Henkemeyer





Holdingford Area Walk of Hope
Holiday Station Stores Inc.
Dennis & Tammy Holland
Richard & Jessica Hom
Ken & Beth Honkomp
Hormel Foods
Allen & Laura Horn
Drs. Weining Hu & Yi Zheng
Ray Hughes
Hughes Mathews, P.A.
Dr. Scot & Gretchen Hutton
Alcuin & Dorine (†) Illies




Clayton & Christine Jacobson
Dr. Dwight E. & Audrey Jaeger
Mary Lou Jameson
Sy & Corrine Janochoski - 
Sy & Sons, Inc.
Kathy Janson Memorial Fund
Debra K. Japp
Jim Jaster
Jennie-O Turkey Store, Inc.
JM Companies, Inc. 
& Mike Moores
Dr. Byron L. & Joanne R. John
John Morrell & Co.
Andrew Johnson
Bob & Judy Johnson
Cynthia L. Johnson
Johnson Group Marketing, Inc.




Dr. Donald J. Jurgens
Justin V. Pearson Memorial Fund
Roger & Susan Justison
Kevin & Julie Johnson - 
K. Johnson Const. Inc.
Terry & Barbara Kantor
Michael & Joni Karl
Mary Lou Kasella







Steve & Leigh Klaverkamp
The Klick Foundation
KLN Family Brands
Sue & Greg Klugherz
Knife River/MDU Foundation
Luan Knoll
Duane & Kim Koepp
Carolyn Koglin
Linus J. & Marina A. Koopmeiners






Al & Yvonne Kremers
Dr. David A. & Susan M. Kroska
Drs. Mitchell D. & Traese Kuhl
Miles & Rebecca Kulzer
Greg & Carla Kummer




Jeremy & Stephanie Lang
Peggy Lange
Langers
Mark & Judi Larkin
David & Camilla Larson
Dr. Theresa M. & John Lau
Marie Laudon




Radio Stations KCLD, KZPK,
KCML, KNSI
Gretchen Leisen
Dr. Thomas W. & Deanne Leither
Scott & Lori Leonard
Leonard, Street and Deinard
Bob & Linda Fueling
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Aaron & Jill Levin
Mary & Michael Leyk
Cheryl Lightle & Wade Skaja
Dr. David R. & Gretchen Lindgren
Dr. John & Sarah Liveringhouse
Shirley & Al (†) Loehr
Eric Lohn
Joshua & Melissa Longnecker —
Northwestern Mutual






Dr. Todd D. & Sarah Magnuson
Marjorie & Gerald Mahon
Bob W. & Marissa Mahowald
Jim & Chris Mahowald
John Mahowald & Donna Kuhl
Robert & Anne Mahowald
Mahowald Insurance Agency 






Gary & Jane Marsden
Edward “Chip” Martin 
& William Chaffee
Philip & Mary Martin
Dr. Mark J. & Lisa B. Martone
Mary Kenning Trust
Dr. John K. & Joyce A. Matsuura
Dr. Mark & Ronda Matthias
Eileen Maus, RN
Mike Mavetz & Mary Beth Schmitt
Scott & Mary Kay May
John & Cherie McDowall - 
McDowall Company
Drs. Eric T. & Lynn M. McFarling
McGough
Medica Foundation
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy 
& Thomas P. Melloy
Melrose Lions Club
Melrose Pharmacy





Gordy & Michelle Meyer
Stacy & Barry Meyer
Michael Foods
Doug & Jane Mick
Mid Central Door Co.
Mid-America Coffee Service/ 
Ronnoco Coffee
Midsota Plastic & 
Reconstructive Surgeons, PA
Myrel A. Neumann 
Midwest Vision Centers
Anthony & Alvina Mies
Mille Lacs County
Jim & Marion Miller
Robert & Debra Miller






on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
Dr. Andre’ L. & Lakisha Mitchell
Pat and Mark Mohr
Morgan Family Foundation
Kathryn Morin
George & Mary Kay Morris




Multiple Concepts Interiors 
Carpet One
Stephanie Munsch
Mark & Jan Murphy
Brian & Karla Myres
Brenda Naegeli
Jim Nahan
Dr. Vickie Nash & Don Dewitt
Michael R. & Donna M. Nathe
nativeX
Negen and Associates
Peter & Laurie Nelson
Dr. Benjamin & Kari Nemeth
Dr. Robert B. & Marianne Nemeth









Eleanor Hemstreet Nickles 
& William Nickles
Debra L. Nielsen
Natalie L. W. Nielsen
Charles D. Nielsen 
& Peggy L. Carlson
Oasis Brands
Old Dutch Foods Inc.
Jayleen Olin
Donald J. & Luella Ollom
Troy & Gail Olson
Tiffanylee Omann-Bidinger
Kurt & Linda Otto
Otto Bremer Foundation
Overhead Door of St. Cloud, Inc.
Dr. Scott & Susan Palmer
Kathy & Jim Parsons
Troy A. & Sandra Payne
Paynesville Area 
Health Care System
Marilyn Peitso, MD 
& Peder Hegland
Diane & Matt Pelant
Pennington, Lies & Cherne P.A.
Drs. Ted & Jane Peterson
Jason Peterson
Kris Peterson & Sue Haller
Luann & Eric Peterson
Pam Peterson
Mary & David Phipps
Brett & Jon Pinkerton
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson





Noel & Cindy Johnson - 
Premier Real Estate
Prestige Parking & Valet
Pro Ag Crop Consultants, Inc.
Procter & Gamble
Joni & Duane Rasmusson
Richard Hart, MD, and Patricia, Hart,





Theresa & Paul Reisdorf
Robert & Rita Rengel
Resource Training & Solutions
Reta J. Wood Trust
Mark Reum & Jackie Leedahl
Bret & Nicole Reuter
Dr. Nathaniel & Valerie Reuter
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Rice Building Systems, Inc.
Richard N. Klein Living Trust
Luke Rieland
Denny & Karol Ringsmuth
Rinke-Noonan Law Firm
Dr. David J. & Susan M. Roberts
Rick & Aleen Roehl
Barbara Rogan
John & Elizabeth Packert/
Ron’s Cabinets
Deacon Ken & Michele Rosha
Gary & Denise Rosin
Royal Foods
Vickie & Al Ruegemer
Russ Davis Wholesale
Jack & Carol Ann Sander
Juli & John Sanner
Nicholas Sanner
Sartell Pediatrics Inc.
Dr. Thomas J. & Cheryl J.K. Satre
Marilyn A. Savage
Scott & Michelle Scepaniak
Dr. Richard & Rita (†) Schaefer
Scheels All Sports
Barb & Dale Scheiber
Jane Scherber
Armella Schimnich
James & Joan Schlenner - 
Schlenner, Wenner & Co.
Jim & Ann Schleper
Melanie & Christian Schmidt
Ronald S. & Irene E. Schmidt
Dr. John M. & Amy Schmitz
George & Nancy Schnepf
John & Jan Schnettler
Dr. Thomas G. & Myra Lee Schrup
Frank & Vicki Schrupp








Bob & Sandy Sexton






Michael & Patricia Sipe
Brenda & Randy Skarphol
Dave & Jill Smith
Snyder’s of Hanover, Inc.
Dr. Stephen (†) & Mary Sommers
Joel & Jennifer Spalding
Drs. Kim & Chad Spaulding
Don & Sylvia Weeres 
& Family - Spee-Dee Delivery
Service, Inc.
Steve & Jean Sperl
St. Boniface Church
St. Cloud Ear Nose & Throat 
Head & Neck Clinic, PA
St. Cloud Foot & Ankle Center, PA
St. Cloud Hospital
St. Cloud Hospital 
Auxiliary Gift Gallery
St. Cloud Hospital School 
of Nursing Alumni Association
St. Cloud Lions Club
St. Cloud Surgical Center




Dr. Michael & Nina Steil
Todd & Cindy Steinke
Herman Stiller
Lori Stock
Dr. Robert Stocker 
& Dr. Catherine Matuska
Dan & Amy Stolt
Dr. Thomas J. & Ann L. Stone
Gene & Bev Storms
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A. Streed
Streed Family LMTD Partnership
Mary Struffert
Stryker
Debra & Donald Stueve
Mary Super
Dr. Fareed Suri & Aqsa Nadeem
Daniel Swenson
Dr. Stephen Swenson
Dr. Kevin & Linda Switzer





The Fresh Connection, Inc.
The JM Smucker Company
The Klick Foundation
The Lynn Johnson 
Family Foundation
The Mended Hearts Inc. - 
Chapter 10
Louise E. Theisen
Joleen & John Thell
Thermo-Tech Windows 
East Side Glass Company
Kenneth E. Thielman
Third Street Brewhouse
Scott & Maxine Thome
Dr. Tracey B. Thompson
Michelle Thompson
Kelly Thomton
Brad & Cathy Tieva
Drs. David & Janet Tilstra
TKI/Tom & Diane Kraemer Family
Mary Alice Tomporowski
Lee & Mary Torborg
Melissa & Joel Torborg
Dan Swenson of CentraCare Health – 
Long Prairie (center), with Paul Skorheim (right),
Minnesota National Bank, CEO/CFO; and Allan
Ulbricht, Senior Commercial Lender/Senior VP;
at the Long Prairie Golf Scramble.
Chuck Nielsen and Peggy Carlson volunteered at 
the dedication for the opening of the Hope Building
at Clara’s House.
George & Shirley Torrey
Leanne Troxel
Trudeau Distributing
Dr. Theodore & Andrea Truitt
UBS Matching Gift Program
U-Care








Loren M. & Debra J. Viere
Faber Family - Viking Coca-Cola, 
First Choice, Armada Coffee
Steve M. Vincent, Ph.D.
Patrick & Karen Virnig - 





Walgreens Infusion and 
Respiratory Services
Shar & Jerry Wallack
David & Dena Walz
Watkins Baseball Club
Robert Weber 
& Jessica LaChance Weber
Bruce & Jodie Gohmann - 
Weidner Plumbing & Heating
Susan Weisbrich





Jennifer Wenzel & Steven Johnson
Werschay Homes
West Central Anesthesia PC
Julia M. Westendorf
Mike Westerhoff
Jaime Neff & Christi Alvord
Brad & Kathy Wheelock
Margaret & Michael White
Bob & Penny White
Dr. Daniel Whitlock 
& Judy Whitlock
Wilkie Sanderson
Dr. Darin D. & Katy Willardsen
William and Betty Andres 
Foundation
Brownie & Michelle Williams
Dexter & Rosetta Williams
Tom & Cathy Williams
Keri Wimmer
Gene & Sheelah Windfeldt
Greg & Beth Windfeldt
Dr. Harold E. & Shirley Windschitl
Rosemary A. 
& Michael H. Windschitl
Duane & Elaine Schultz 
and Winkelman Building 
Corporation
Diane & John (†) Wojtanowicz/
Prairie Farm Company
Wolters Kluwer Financial Services
Womens Golf Association
Jeff Wood & Julie Cumming Wood
Lori & Tim Woodfield
Xcel Energy
Dr. Mohamed S. Yassin
Edward J. Zapp
Todd & Kyoko Zaun
Zero - The Project to End 
Prostate Cancer
Peggy Zimmer
Steve & Sonja Zitur






These CentraCare Health employees
participated in the 2012 Employee
Campaign, and are listed 
alphabetically by giving level.
(As of June 30, 2013)
90-Minute LEADERS
Employees committed 
to 90 minutes per pay period.
Tom & Sally Allen
Kimberly Asmus
Larry L. Asplin
Roberta & Kevin Basol
Charity Beattie
Penny L. & Dennis L. Beattie
Kirstie & Peter Bingham
Carla Biniek
Ryan & Julia Bjerke
Sharon Blaskowski
David & Sharon Borgert
Tom & Andrea Brasel











Doug & Kay Greenlee
Marty Halvorson
Lisa & Randy Harren
Paul & Jennifer Harris
Dr. Richard W. & Patricia Hart
Joe & Amy Hellie
Ken & Beth Honkomp
Allen & Laura Horn
Clayton & Christine Jacobson
Jim Jaster
Cynthia L. Johnson
Bob & Judy Johnson
Terry & Barb Kantor
Dan & Mary Karls
Karen Kinsley




Aaron & Lisa Lahr Family
Sue LaMotte
Jeremy & Stephanie Lang
Mark & Judi Larkin
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CentraCare Health Foundation - Long Prairie
awards up to two $500 college scholarships
to graduating seniors in the Long Prairie Grey
Eagle school district and the Herman Hollar
$500 Scholarship to a graduating senior from
Browerville who are pursuing health care 
careers. Travis Wehrenberg (pictured with
Jyeton Drayna), is the recipient of the 2013 
Herman Hollar $500 Scholarship.
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David & Camilla Larson
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Lepinski
Mary & Michael Leyk
Melissa & Joshua Longnecker
Phil & Holly Luitjens
Jim & Chris Mahowald
Diane L. Marcotte
Dr. Mark & Ronda Matthias
Darla & Brian Mergen
Doug & Jane Mick
Abby Miller
Robert & Debra Miller
Gwen Muehring
Mark & Jan Murphy
Jill Oechsle
Troy & Gail Olson
Marlene V. Olson
Kurt & Linda Otto
Kathy & Jim Parsons
Sandy Payne
Kris Peterson & Sue Haller
Mary & David Phipps
Dr. Terry & Sue Pladson
Patrick & Joy Plamann
Amy Porwoll
Grant Pulliam
Melanie & Tom Rau
Rick & Aleen Roehl
Vickie & Al Ruegemer
Juli & John Sanner
John & Jan Schnettler
Mary Scott
Ken & Marcia Shane
Steve & Jean Sperl
Todd & Cindy Steinke
Debra & Donald Stueve
Daniel Swenson
Toni & Bryan Tebben
Gregory Telste
Joleen & John Thell
Melissa & Joel Torborg
Molly Voigt
Shar & Jerry Wallack
Janet & Tim Wensman
Jennifer Wenzel & Steven Johnson
Dexter & Rosetta Williams
Gary Woods
Misty Woods














Lillian & Andrew Breen
Sue Brixius
Karen & Mike Burzette




























Roger & Susan Justison
Nancy Kampa
Audrey & David Kamphenkel
Lisa M. Kellner
Tracy Ketzeback


















Pat and Mark Mohr
Kathryn Morin




Diane & Matt Pelant
Luann & Eric Peterson
Joni & Duane Rasmusson
Rachael Rein
Denise Riedemann
Trish & Jason Roehrl
Kelly Sakry











Brad & Cathy Tieva
Drs. David & Janet Tilstra
Tim & Cassie Tinius























to 30 minutes per pay period.
Gail Aalderks
Mary Ahles


















































Alison & Joel Dahlin
Tim & Lisa Dalton









Patricia & Damien Dumonceaux
Judith A. Dupre’








Tom & Gina Feldhege
Mary Filzen
Michele L. Fischer





Alice & Steve Frechette
Diane & Dale Gabrielson
Ron & Melanie Gedde
Kathy Geislinger
Keith Gerding








Jim & Jo Gwost




























Gary & Nicole Holthaus
Betsy Horsch
Michelle Hutchins










At the Celebration of Giving on Nov. 20, 2012,
Neonatologist and Pediatric Cardiologist Chip Martin
thanked benefactors for their generous gifts to help
St. Cloud Hospital build a new Neonatal Intensive


























Viv Koerner, RN, CNOR
Jeff Konsor











David & Season Kryzer
Jen Kuhlman, RN
Michaela A Kvidera











Becky & Dan Lundgren
Steve Lungstrom
Heidi Lyrek
Mike & Kori Maas
Mary Macy




Philip & Mary Martin










Jackie & Mark Molus













Dan & Lori Norheim
Katie Notch
Carrie Oehrlein
Gordon & Suzanne Oettel







Bruce & Michelle Parson
Cheryl Peters-Lewis
Carolyn Peterson
David & Amy Peterson
Jason Peterson














Bruce & Mary Ann Reischl
Susan J. Rengel























Scott & Michelle Scepaniak
Judy Scheleck
Ken & Mary Schimnich
Jason & Sarah Schindler
Linda Schmiesing
Pamela J. Schnettler
Paul & Jennifer Schoenberg
Aurea Goerger and Adeline Conlon chat at the 
















Joseph & Pamela Smoley
Kristine Smoley
Stacy Solomonson
Sandy & David Spoden
Tina Standfuss
Jana Stone
Craig & Carrie Stowell




















David & Dena Walz
Karin Walz










Sherri & Kevin Winkelman
Denise Winter
Rachael A. Winter










Carol Ann & Dale Zika
Carla Zupko
Karen & Terry Zwiener
80 Anonymous Patrons
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CentraCare Health was represented by 
Terry Pladson, MD; Greg Klugherz, Mark Larkin 
and Craig Broman at the Long Prairie Golf Scramble.
Benedict and Dorothy Gorecki shared smiles
at Spring Fling 2013.
From left: Gerry Janson; Marietta Geray, OSB; Dot
and Harriet Bartell attended the 10th annual Spring
Fling on June 13, which raised more than $75,000 
to enhance the lives of residents at St. Benedict’s
Senior Community.
Coborn’s hosted its 11th annual Grocers on the
Green golf tournament at the St. Cloud Country
Club and Territory Golf Club in St. Cloud to benefit
pediatric cancer. Since the tournament’s inception
in 2002, Grocers on the Green has brought in
$1,385,652 to support St. Cloud Hospital Pediatric
Cancer Services.
Julie Baum of CentraCare Health Foundation –
Melrose and Cheryl Smith, past Foundation
chair, recognized Jim Hemker, owner of
Freeport State Bank for his support of the 
Harvest Celebration in 2012.
boards of directors & operating committees


























Term ended in 2013
Thomas Leither, MD
Gene Windfeldt






Term ended in 2013
Jim Davis










Term ended in 2013
Jim Davis
Suresh Gundaji, MBBS






Charles Yancey, MD, PhD
Term ended in 2013
Jim Davis




Jody M. LaVoi, PharmD
James Sayovitz, MD
Joe Uphus






















Term ended in 2013
Anthony Akubue, Ed.D
Kevin Smith, MD








The Very Reverend Robert Rolfes
Marlene Schwinghammer, OSB






































Term ended in 2013
Jim Davis
John McDowall
Christopher Shorba 
Loren Viere
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